Teachers of all K-12 subjects are invited to learn computer science basics to add to your courses!
July 10-12 at the University of Washington - Seattle

Join other K-12 teachers in exploring interesting computing concepts and developing ways to incorporate computational thinking into your classes! Topics include basic coding, binary and algorithms, careers in tech, current research, and user-centered design.

**CS4teachers is designed for teachers with no prior CS experience!**

Registration fee: $50
Meals and parking are included, and free UW housing available.
20 WSTA Clock Hours available, sponsored by the Allen School

In a survey of past attendees, 90% of teachers added computing to their courses, and 96% said their enthusiasm for computational subjects increased. **If you’re curious about tech, CS4teachers is your opportunity to explore!**

Read more and register at [cs4teachers.cs.washington.edu](http://cs4teachers.cs.washington.edu)!